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The true meaning of Christmas often gets lost in all the decorations, presents and excitement of
Santa Claus. This book is a teaching tool to help kids learn the significance of Christmas
symbols helping them connect to the birth of Jesus Christ.

"This is a great book for all ages! It really breaks it down to focus onthe true meaning of
Christmas. " Amanda" I'd recommend this for all families who have lost sight of the truemeaning
behind Christmas or those who just need a supplement inexplaining the meaning to children."
~Tina"We've just finished the book. It's awesome, when you read it you really feel and
understand the meaning of Christmas." ~Mr.Cat
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Stuck in Traffic, Waiting in Line: Kids BrainGames: on the go. anywhere. any time. (Adventure
Thru Imagination Books), The Advent Storybook: 25 Bible Stories Showing Why Jesus Came
(Bible Storybook Series), The Christmas Story (Little Golden Book), Christmas Time: It’s All
About Jesus!



Richard and Liz, “Green for everlasting hope and red for the blood Jesus shed. Short
paragraphs and colorful cartoon pictures will keep your young child's attention as you read this
book. Learn a little about the history/meaning of the following:Christmas Tree * Santa Claus *
Christmas Star * Reindeer * Presents * Candles * Bells * Wreath * Poinsettia * Bows * Christmas
Colors * Carols * Stockings * Holly * Candy Cane * Tree Lights * Angels * Three Wise MenCons:
This book could use a little editing. Repeatedly the author writes Three Wiseman and not Three
Wise Men. In the section on wreaths there is a change from plural to singular in the same
sentence.If your family does not celebrate Santa and Rudolph you will need to explain that these
are just a myth/symbol to your child as the author just states that "Santa Claus was named after
Saint Nicholas" and that "Reindeer have become a common Christmas tradition along with
Santa."This book is VERY simple so great for very young children but I think older children will
need/want more details.”

Barbara Mojica, “SIGNS OF THE SEASON. The book gives a short explanation of many of the
common symbols associated with Christmas. While the author makes a valid point that too often
the Christmas season is filled with selfish wants; she also clearly states her viewpoint that the
true meaning of Christmas is Jesus Christ's birth. The illustrations are colorful and charming;
they can be clearly understood by young children.There are a few minor editing errors.I
recommend the book for Christian parents who want to review and reflect on the many symbols
of Christmas with their children. Makes a good family read aloud.”

Jbarr5, “Meaning of Christmas symbols. The Meaning of Christmas: Learning the Significance of
Christmas Symbols by D.L. MadsonStory of how each item we use to symbolize the holiday also
carries the true meaning for our religion.Each symbol of the holiday has its own page and
summary.My favorite is holly because of the colors it represents.Great story for young and old.”

Writer-7$$, “Do you know what the meaning of our different symbols?. What a very interesting
ebook for children and up of what each symbol represents to us of what Christmas really means.
Such lovely pictures also. I would like to give this s five star rating and recommend it for parents
of Kids 2-10. I received this for free and in return,here is my honest review. Super job. Debbie!
By Angela”

Sandra K. Stiles, “I really enjoyed this book. I really enjoyed this book. It tells about the symbols
of Christmas and how they connect to the real reason for Christmas, the birth of Jesus Christ. It
is a simple way of helping children make connections between the reason for the season and
the common modern symbols we find today.”

Shelia Garrison, “Very nice Christmas book. I Don't have any children, but I got this book to see if



it really shared the true meaning of Christmas or if it was just fluff. I would recommend this to any
parent with small children. It can be easily read in a few minutes at bed time and is easy for
children to understand. And it actually has pictures, which is really a surprise for an ebook.”

Vikk Simmons, author, bibliophile, and dog lover, “Great way to capture the true meaning of
Christmas. Imagine you were sitting amidst all the Christmas festivities on Christmas Eve and
seeing the tree, the candycanes, the images of Santa Claus, the wreaths, the candles, and so
much more and the children were shaking packages and hopping back and forth in bright
anticipation. Wouldn't that be a perfect time to gather everyone around and share the true
meanings the surroundings? Well, this little book is a great guide to help you make that moment
happen.Whether you merely read the book through or pause and elaborate yourself from point
to point, you and your listeners will be in a new frame of mind and ready to receive all that
Christmas has to offer after you've read this little book aloud.What a wonderful and simple guide
to truly capture Christmas.”

Grammyx5, “... it with my Sunday School children and it was perfect for their ages 5-8 years old.
Used it with my Sunday School children and it was perfect for their ages 5-8 years old. Cute to
hold their attention but illustrations and writing are appropriate for them to understand. Wish I
could have bought one for each child to keep at home.”

Joycey, “Not quite what I was after. I wanted a book that gave me more of a deeper
understanding into the real meaning of Christmas.This book didn't really do that but some of the
things in it where useful and I will be able to use them Sunday school as a Christmas/nativity
introduction.”

The book by D.L. Madson has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 42 people have provided feedback.
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